
PRECEPT OF THE DAY
Practice random acts of kindness 
and senseless acts of beauty.

- Anne Herbert



Wednesday, 1st July, 2020
Spelling

1. attached
2. attachable
3. attaching
4. attachment
5. unattached
6. available
7. unavailable
8. availability
9. average
10. awkward



Handwriting Punctuation Ladder

Write a sentence using 
a fronted adverbial. 



Guided Reading: Wonder – R.J.Palacio

Read the chapters: October 31; Trick or Treat and Time to Think: pages 109 - 117  



English: Treasure
I can identify the audience for and purpose of the writing, 
selecting the appropriate form and using other similar writing as 
models for their own. 
I can, in narratives, describe settings, characters and atmosphere
and integrating dialogue to convey character and advance the 
action

Success Criteria:
I know how authors use different strategies to create 
suspense, tension and atmosphere.
I understand how to write ‘show don’t tell’ descriptive 
sentences.
I can choose vocabulary for effect. 







Mile Track / Break / Snack

Home Learning Task ~ 10 minutes physical activity 



01.07.2020
12 x table: Fluent in Five:

0 x 12 = 
1 x 12 =
2 x 12 = 
3 x 12 =
4 x 12 =
5 x 12 =
6 x 12 = 
7 x 12 =
8 x 12 =
9 x 12 =
10 x 12 =
11 x 12 =
12 x 12 =



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjs9whv

Complete all the tasks on the link.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjs9whv


1.  2. 



https://static.mymaths.co.uk/xml/player/v2.2.9/build/index.ht
ml?contentPath=../../../en/conversion/algebra/expressions_an
d_formulae/rules_and_formulae_lesson

Visit the link above for more questions, particularly: Q6 and Q7

Answer the others on this web page for more challenges!

https://static.mymaths.co.uk/xml/player/v2.2.9/build/index.html?contentPath=../../../en/conversion/algebra/expressions_and_formulae/rules_and_formulae_lesson


PSHE – Picture News

Which famous statue 
have we visited during 
Y6?





PE: Home Learning

Enjoy safe physical exercise.  Why not take your resting pulse rate before 

your exercise and check it immediately after exercise?  Take your pulse again 

every 5 minutes to see how long it takes for your pulse to return to your 

‘resting’ rate again!



Outdoor learning

https://www.firstpalette.com/craft/leaf-rubbings.html

The Anglo-Saxons used natural resources to inspire their patterns.  Let’s look at nature 
in our back gardens to inspire us!

Try leaf rubbings – follow the link for the instructions, or follow the step by step 
pictures below:

Now that you have practised taking leaf rubbings, create artwork using this idea and 
the leaf patterns for inspiration… think carefully about colour choice too!

https://www.firstpalette.com/craft/leaf-rubbings.html


End of the day reading 

Home Learning:
Log on to Seesaw later for the 
video of the chapters today to 
be uploaded.  


